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20th Brussels Flower Carpet Held in Brussels, Belgium
After two years of preparation, the 20th Brussels Flower Carpet was held from August 12th to 15th at the Grand-Place, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site in Belgium’s capital Brussels. A Japanese theme was used for this year’s Flower Carpet to celebrate 150 years of
friendship between Japan and Belgium. The theme was kacho-fugetsu, a Japanese concept expressing all the beauty of nature.
Fujie Suzuki, one of NOMURA’s designers, was the first Japanese designer to be in charge of a Flower Carpet design (working
drawings were handled by Marc Schautteet), and personally attended the event. According to the Brussels city government,
almost 100,000 visitors came to the Grand-Place to see the Flower Carpet during the short four-day period of the event – a fitting
turnout for such an auspicious occasion.
100 volunteers worked together from 5:00am on August 12th, completing the Flower Carpet in around eight hours. The evening’s
opening show included a musical performance directed entirely by Belgian musician-composer Grégoire Dune, and a fireworks
display along with a light and sound show, adding extra color to the Flower Carpet and drawing a frenzy of cheers and applause
from the audience. This year’s Flower Carpet received an extremely large amount of media attention. Ms. Suzuki herself was
interviewed by local Belgian media and reporters from various countries from around the globe, including other European
countries, the USA, China and Japan, appeared in over 100 media pieces during the event period.
■Related Links:
Press release from NOMURA: Fujie Suzuki from NOMURA Designs for the 20th Brussels Flower Carpet
http://www.nomurakougei.co.jp/english/assets/pdf/news_e_201605.pdf
Official website of Brussels Flower Carpet
http://www.flowercarpet.be/en
Report from the Embassy of Japan in Belgium (Japanese)
http://www.be.emb-japan.go.jp/japanese/archives_j/lfb_040.html

■ Here are the top five facts about the 20th Flower Carpet:
1.

It is made up of 600,000 flowers. Most of them are begonias, but there are also dahlias, grasses and dyed bark.

2.

It is 75 m long and 24 m wide - that's more than 1,800m² of flowers!

3.

It took a team of 100 volunteers eight hours to put it together. The team included Japanese, begonia farmers and local citizens.

4.

The Flower Carpet was designed by Fujie Suzuki, based on the theme of kacho-fugetsu (a Japanese concept expressing all the

4.

beauty of nature). Featuring beautiful motifs such as flora, fauna and landscapes, Ms. Suzuki’s design showed the beauty of

4.

the various forms of nature and expressed the importance of respecting nature.

5.

It honours more than 150 years of friendly commercial, diplomatic and social relations between Belgium and Japan.

■ Creation Process of the Flower Carpet
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Fujie Suzuki and volunteers

From right: Fujie Suzuki; designer Marc Schautteet;
Koen Vondenbusch, director of the Flower Carpet
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